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FROM THE BENCH

With Synapse SNAP technology, you can easily and effectively run a wireless
mesh network. This article details two machine-to-machine projects that
highlight the SNAP engine’s full potential.

I

by Jeff Bachiochi (USA)

tend to get excited about things. This
seems to have both good and bad side

effects. I believe my curious mind helps me to
understand our world a little better. Often this
requires getting my hands dirty. However,
curiosity is what killed the cat, so it’s best to
use a bit of common sense and stay safe. I
have been known to purchase things just to
perform autopsies. So I try not to buy on
impulse. My personal rule is that I must wait
at least 24 hours before I purchase anything. I
need to make sure that the burning desire isn’t
just a momentary rush of adrenalin.

Sometimes the spark doesn’t ignite any long-
term flame. No harm, no foul. If the feeling
passes, I’m ready for the next quake of excite-
ment without needless expense. Sometimes an
idea can smolder for a time only to reappear as
an inferno, heading in a whole new direction.
This trait tends to lead one into becoming a
jack-of-all-trades, but a master-of-none. You
can’t expect much finesse from someone who
believes things such as: “There’s a hammer for
every task.” Or, “If it won’t move, use WD-40,
if it does move, use Duct tape.”

Before working with Synapse Wireless’s SNAP
network operating system (OS), my plan was to
use it strictly for its transparent transmission
capabilities—that is, use it simply as a wireless
serial connection. But I learned it is far more
powerful than that. It has sufficient I/O capabili-
ty and a powerful scripting language that can
handle most application tasks without involving
another microcontroller in the design. This proj-
ect is presented as two separate applications
because both have merit. Before continuing, I

suggest you review my previous article on
SNAP (“SNAP to It (Part 1): Mesh Networking
Simplified,” Circuit Cellar 260, 2012). The
article provides some groundwork that will
prove useful in following these applications.

PROJECT 1: MND
The multinode director (MND) project

enables your application to serially connect
with a wireless Master node that can communi-
cate with one or more wireless endpoints. End-
points are serial devices connected to wireless
Slave nodes. The host directs the device using
ASCII commands. Each node uses a SNAP
engine to provide wireless connectivity
between your application (master) and any
number of serial devices (slaves). The master
automatically establishes a connection with
every slave device that appears by exchanging
SNAP addresses with the device. The master
will receive communication from any SNAP
device and can send a message to a specifically
selected slave device.

Each SNAP engine has a 24-pin footprint that
is slightly bigger than 1 square inch. They consist
of a microcontroller that is programmed with the
SNAP OS and a radio frequency (RF) transceiver.
Many of the pins are dedicated to some kind of
I/O. For this application, I’ll be using four of
these pins as TX, RX, CTS, and RTS from
onboard UART1. These TTL-level I/Os may be
connected directly to the application’s TTL serial
port if available, which can eliminate the need
for Maxim Integrated Products MAX232-type
level shifters. Two additional I/Os add an input
push button (forcing reconfiguration) and an LED

SNAP to It (Part 2)
SNAP Engine Versatility
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has executed the Hello() function (see the HOOK_1S,
described later). The MASTER(string) function creates a
union between the slave and its master, converts the string
to a address value stored in NV by the slave, and sets the
loggedinflag = 1. The RXMASTER(string) function just
moves the string of data received to the UART1 RX output.

Two other functions are defined in the Slave script. When
any monitored input pin changes state, HOOK_GPIN is exe-
cuted. I/O0 (BUTTON_PIN) is the only input monitored by
this script and the function executes code upon any change
to this pin’s state. You can differentiate between rising and
falling changes by checking the pin’s current value. This
button is used to cause a slave—which has already formed a
union between itself and a master—to break this union, and
to look for a master once again, by clearing loggedinflag and
resetting the node with the reboot() function.

A number of timer tic HOOKs are available. This script
uses the 1-s, HOOK_1S, and performs two functions based on
the state of loggedinflag. If loggedinflag = 0, then it sends out
a multicast RPC transmission asking all nodes to perform
their Hello() function. On the Master node, this function
sends out a unicast RPC transmission to the sender (the
Slave) asking to perform the MASTER(string) function to
establish a union. Once the union has been established and
loggedinflag = 1, the HOOK_1S function merely turns the
LED OFF. The LED indicates node data activity.

output to indicate communication activity.
Besides the underlying wireless protocol of the SNAP OS,

it also provides the ability to execute user-provided Python-
like scripts. Scripts are a combination of “built-in” functions
as well as user-defined functions. The user develops the text
script and downloads it (wirelessly) into each SNAP
engine using the free Portal program. Photo 1 is screen-
shot of Portal showing the slave script for the MND.

Some “built-in” functions have triggers associated
with them (e.g., a timer tick or an I/O changing state).
Script execution is event-driven—that is, only the func-
tion associated with a triggered event (HOOK) will exe-
cute. While other functions may be included in this
path, execution ceases at the path end, idly awaiting the
next event. Figure 1 depicts how the event functions in
the SNAPPy Slave script determine the node’s operation.

All scripts execute the HOOK_STARTUP event when
power is applied to the module. In this Slave node, you
initialize UART1 and connect STDIO (user input and
output) to SNAP’s UART1 in “String” (CR terminated)
mode. Note that if loggedinflag = 1 (the Slave has already
made union with a master node), the masterAddr is
recalled from NV memory (so you can immediately
begin communicating). 

All user input coming in the RX input of UART1 is
analyzed in the HOOK_STDIN event. If loggedinflag = 1,
any data is just sent to the Master node’s function
“RXSlave,” using a “built-in” remote procedure call
(RPC) function (wireless transmission requesting execu-
tion of the remote function “RXSlave”). Any wireless
reception (from the Master) will be of the same RPC
form looking to execute a specific function. Here the
Slave’s function MASTER(string) enables a Slave node to
determine the address of the master. The reception of an
RPC requesting to execute the function MASTER(string)
will only be generated (by the master) when the slave

Figure 1—The Slave script for Project 1 uses “built-in” functions that include
event-driven triggers (HOOKs), but also user-written functions unique to your
application. This script can be downloaded to multiple SNAP engines. SNAP
scripts are event-driven. HOOKs are entry points for script functions that
should be executed when a specific event occurs. A number of functions are
built into to the SNAP OS while other functions can be created by the user.
Function scripts can call other functions. An executing function must com-
plete before another function can be executed.
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Photo 1—Synapse’s Portal application provides a development envi-
ronment that enables wireless updating of SNAPPy scripts (like this
“MND Slave.py” script) to any module within range. From the Portal
application, you can also request the execution of any function on
any module, which is a great debugging aid.



source throughout the house since adding a power supply to
every piece of circuitry is expensive (and bulky).

I’ve been tossing around a project like this for a while now
but it wasn’t until I experienced the power of the SYNAPSE
modules that it all began to gel. I started by defining the I/O
on the basic SNAP engine into three groups: digital inputs,
digital outputs, and analog inputs. Most of this project is
based around the digital I/O and, as you will see, Synapse
modules handle both digital and analog types of control.
Four input values IN1:4 are created using pairs of digital
inputs. Table 1 shows that there are four possible modes of
operation for each set of inputs.

It would seem that digital outputs would be cut and
dried, but this is not the case. Each output has a value
associated with it and this value determines the state of
the output. If the value is greater than 63, then the output
is a steady state based on bit 7, where 1=ON and 0= OFF.
Otherwise, the output is a pulse from 1 to 64 ms. In a per-
fect product, this would be a pulse-width modulation
(PWM) output with a frequency of 120 Hz based on and in
sync with the zero crossings of the AC line. However,

MND MASTER
On the application side of things, you may have many

external serial devices offering (wireless) data to your appli-
cation. Once a slave has created a union with the master,
any can send (CR terminated) data to the application. A
slave will use an RPC function to request that the
RXSlave(string) function be executed. This function in the
master’s script sends the string “From=xxyyzz” to the
UART1 TX pin prior to sending each string received from a
slave, so your application can tell where the request came
from (see Figure 2). Outgoing messages (to a particular
slave) cause a HOOK_STDIN event and need to be routed,
so data coming from the application looks for the string
“NODE=xxyyzz.” This enables the destination address of
all outgoing messages to be set to “xxyyzz.” Any data that
follows the “NODE” string gets transmitted to the Slave
address, which was previously set.

While this project enables a Master node to make unions
with multiple Slave nodes and carry on personal conversa-
tions with each, I’ll bet you can see how these two scripts
could be combined and simplified when you only want to
eliminate the wire between two serial devices. Any node
could automatically make contact with another node using
the RPC communication. Once a union is established, it
could use the Transparent mode to pass all data back and
forth. A one-to-one relationship also avoids the need to pol-
lute the datastream with any additional ASCII data.

PROJECT 2: WALL-i
The Wall-i project enables the replacement of the standard

AC wall switch and outlet (or other directly connected appli-
ance) with a digitally integrated switch and control scheme
using the SNAP wireless network. This has multiple bene-
fits. The largest benefit is being able to monitor the switch’s
use and the appliance’s state. Your home wiring scheme
comes in two basic forms, which I’ll call S-A and A-S. These
are both series circuits wired as a loop depending on what is
the closest to the AC source, either the S(witch) or the
A(ppliance). This is important to understand if you will be
installing this project in your home, as it has to do with
where AC (as a source) is available.

Most wall switches used around the house come in three
styles: push button, slider, or toggle switch. These might
directly control a wired light or appliance or indirectly con-
trol any device via an AC outlet. The wiring circuits used
today mechanically interrupt the flow of current directly
using a switching device capable of handling the currents
necessary for the devices they handle. Most wall switches
are rated for at least 15 A.

Low-voltage circuitry with less expensive (low-voltage/
current) switches can be used as inputs. The control signal
output can also come from the same circuitry. I’ll admit that
using a TRIAC or relay to control an AC appliance costs a bit
more than a standard wall switch, but I think the benefits
outweigh the costs. For this project I’ll assume that AC is
already running everywhere, so this shouldn’t require
rewiring the house. But, if you are starting from scratch or
just looking to save money, it would make sense to run a DC
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Figure 2—The Master script for Project 1 handles the creation of
unions between itself and any number of Slave modules. It also
labels incoming data strings with a tag identifying who is sending the
data. Data strings destined for individual Slave modules are directed
by including destination information in the form of a “Node=xxyyzz”
string. This flowchart shows the script functions associated with the
Master node. This is similar to the Slave script except for the
HOOK_STDIN function, which traps user input to redirect the outgo-
ing data to a particular Slave node (of course, this is only necessary
when more than one Slave node is used). 
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DECx for INPUTx, the Input value is
written to the Output value for that
output. This requires that a command
is sent to DNAx. DNAx is the node
address of the external node INPUTx
wishes to control. The output (or out-
puts) to be written to are determined
by the DECx. The command is an
ASCII string sent to DNAx via
rpc(DNAx, ‘RXMASTER’, ‘OUTx=v’),
where x = which output and v = the
value from INPUTx.

Anytime an input or output changes
state, an additional transmission is
made to the Master node (whether it’s
active or not). This gives any applica-
tion using the master the ability to
perform some action based on activi-
ty. This might be simply logging all
activity, helping to debug some inap-
propriate action, or linking an Internet
server to the network.

CONFIGURATION
Giving a Master node access to the

network not only provides it with the
capability to monitor and control any
node, but also to configure each node’s
dynamic-linking abilities. Photo 2 is a
screenshot of the configuration utility
written to aid in configuring the
whole network of nodes. When a node
is powered up, if it hasn’t been previ-
ously linked with the master it sends
out its “Hello” message. The master
creates the union (like in the previ-
ous project) and all is well. The con-

figuration application
adds this node’s address
to its list of nodes (if it
is not already there).
This list of nodes pro-
vides all the legal
DNAx node addresses
available for configura-
tion purposes. This list
can be saved/ read as an
editable text file should
you want to add, delete,
or change any entry.
Along with each node’s
address, the list
includes text references
“labels” that are associ-
ated with all I/O for the
node, IN4:1, OUT4:1,
and AIN4:1. This gives
you an opportunity to

the last three hexa-
decimal digits of a
node’s MAC (printed
on its label). To ease
the configuration
process for a node I
added a pseudo-mas-
ter node. This is nec-
essary only for con-
figuration of each
node and not in nor-
mal operation. It can,
however, serve as a
link into the network
to provide the “i” in

Wall-i (Internet connectivity).
Each node has 12 global variables

that reflect the current state of their
associated functions, IN4:1, OUT4:1,
and AIN4:1. While these values are
established by each node, they can be
read and written by any node. Each
node has additional configuration vari-
ables that are initialized from NV (see
Table 2).

These configuration variables deter-
mine what happens when a change of
state (COS) occurs on any of the
inputs. A COS always affects an Input
value. If one or more internal outputs
are enabled via DICx for INPUTx, the
Input value is written to the Output
value for that output. This links
INPUTx to OUTPUTx within the
same node and does not require any
network communication. If one or
more external outputs are enabled via

there is only one PWM available. I
didn’t want to lose an input, and serv-
icing the zero-crossing event wouldn’t
be predictable. So this (percent) pulse
output can be measured by an exter-
nal circuit (perhaps a six-pin micro-
controller), which will sync its PWM
output to the line if a dimmable AC
output is required.

Project 1 demonstrated a master
handling multiple slaves. I didn’t want
some system master playing an inte-
gral role in what happens every time
an input changes somewhere in the
house. I wanted to use the SNAP
engine’s full potential for handling its
own destiny. While a master can serve
as a configurator, a monitor, and a
gateway for remote control of any
node’s I/O, all the nodes should be able
to converse with one another as neces-
sary without someone else calling all
the shots.

DYNAMIC LINKING
To increase flexibility

between cause (Input
event) and result (Output
event) the connection
must be configurable.
When the output that is
affected by an input
event is local—that is,
within the node itself—
no communication is
necessary. However, if
the output is on a differ-
ent node, then a com-
mand must be sent to the
other node. The address
of each (SNAP engine)
node is pre-programmed
(in NV) and consists of

Table 1—Each pair of physical inputs can be configured to produce
an input value in one of four ways. The first three use push buttons
while the last can be a normal ON/OFF wall switch. You can tell from
the values whether the input is digital (bits 7:6) or analog (percent,
bits 5:0).

Table 2—These NV stored configurations enable each node input to be con-
figured in one of four modes (see Table 1), via IC, affect internal outputs,
via DICx, affect external outputs, via DECx of node DNAx. The ASEN config-
uration enables and disables the sampling of four analog inputs. See the
text for more information.

Physical input Mode Function Value
1A Momentary push

button
Push ON 192

1B Push OFF 128
1A Momentary push

button toggle
Push ON/OFF 192/128

1B Not used
1A Slider Increment 0–63
1B Decrement 0–63
1A ON/OFF switch ON/OFF 192/128
1B Not used

Variable name Function NV location
IC Input configuration 201
ASEN Analog sampling enable 202
DIC1 Dynamic internal configuration for Input 1 203
DIC2 Dynamic internal configuration for Input 2 204
DIC3 Dynamic internal configuration for Input 3 205
DIC4 Dynamic internal configuration for Input 4 206
DEC1 Dynamic external configuration for Input 1 207
DEC2 Dynamic external configuration for Input 2 208
DEC3 Dynamic external configuration for Input 3 209
DEC4 Dynamic external configuration for Input 1 210
DNA1 Dynamic Node address for Input 1 211
DNA2 Dynamic Node address for Input 2 212
DNA3 Dynamic Node address for Input 3 213
DNA4 Dynamic Node address for Input 4 214
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identify each I/O with a description that might make more
sense than “IN1” of address “011CDD.” Perhaps “Switch
@ top cellar stairs” or “Back Porch Light” would be more
appropriate.

When a node is selected, the application requests all
node variables from that node to identify the present
state of the node. The datascreen shows the configura-
tion mode of each input as well as the present IN4:1,
OUT4:1, and AIN4:1 values. Each
I/O is also labeled with its associ-
ated description. Four additional
screens are available to configure
the dynamic links for each INPUT
(see Photo 3). The DECx, DICx,
and DNAx variables are updated
as changes are made. When the
MASTER receives verification of a
change, the screen is updated to
reflect that change.

A large window on the right side
of the application lists all of the
communication both into and out
of the network via the Master node.
“To=” and “From=” strings are
appended so the direction of the
command can be identified.

CIRCUITRY
As I already mentioned, the SNAP engine’s footprint is

relatively small. The basic circuit required to use the mod-
ule is also simple. Output circuitry, including a TRIAC or
relay, can quickly eat up real estate. If four of these output
circuits, including an AC-DC power supply, were to be
combined onto a single printed circuit board (PCB) it would
be prohibitively large. Retrofitting this into the existing
available area, which might be as small as a single gang
electrical box, would require a big hammer, with disastrous
results. The AC-DC power supply alone might fill up the
entire space, due to transformer size (minimum require-
ment approximately 1.5 VA).

So far, I’ve built two variations. The first combines a
SNAP engine and a power supply using two push-button
inputs and two TRIAC outputs fit into a Polycase PM2425-
style case shown in Photo 4. The second is similar but has

only a single input and TRIAC out-
put. This circuit fits into a single
gang electrical box using the Serpac
Electronic Enclosures G10A-style
enclosure shown in Photo 5.

You may remember that I men-
tioned true analog inputs as opposed
to two push-button inputs config-
ured as UP/DOWN push buttons.
Analog inputs were again men-
tioned in the configuration section
(as seen in Photo 3). These inputs
are included to enable current moni-
toring of each appliance that is con-
trolled by the outputs. While cur-
rent measuring has not been imple-
mented into the present prototypes,
I consider this a “must have” and

Photo 2—After the SNAPPy scripts were developed for Wall-i
nodes and the configuration (Master) node, an application was
needed to configure each Wall-i node added to the system. This
PC application is written in Shoptalk Systems’s Liberty BASIC and
communicates with the Master node to set up each Wall-i node.
This display screen shows real-time data from any selected Wall-i
node. While the master isn’t required for normal operations—that
is, node-to-node communications—it can be used as the network
interface to applications that might enable you to control any
node via your smartphone.

Photo 3—This screenshot shows the configuration possibilities of
one input of a selected Wall-i node. Any input operation can be
linked to any or all outputs either internally (on the same node) or
externally (in another node). 

Photo 4—Polycase has some great enclosures that
include AC prongs and AC socket cutouts. The
PM2425-style enclosure offers up to two control-
lable circuits that plug into an existing outlet.
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SOURCES
MAX232 Driver/receiver
Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. | www.maxim-ic.com

PM2425 PS Series AC wall plug enclosures
Polycase | www.polycase.com

G10A Wall-mount plastic enclosure
Serpac Electronic Enclosures | www.serpac.com

Liberty BASIC programming software for Windows
Shoptalk Systems | www.libertybasic.com 

SNAP Network operating system and Portal wireless
application development environment
Synapse Wireless, Inc. | www.synapse-wireless.com

will continue developing the entire idea. 
Isn’t it time we rethink the way we wire our homes?

Many appliances today already run on a lower-voltage DC.
And DC-powered appliances are more suited for alterna-
tive energy storage systems—banks of batteries. When the
power goes out, what do you have in place to get you
through? A gas-powered generator? But what if gas is
unavailable? That was the case in late October 2011 after
a major snowstorm crippled the northwestern United
States. Gas stations without generators couldn’t pump gas.
Many eyes were opened at the lack of readiness for such a
disaster. Tree limb damage to the local grid was unimagin-
able, as were the road blockages. This led to paralyzation
lasting weeks. Three months later, I still saw damaged
trees ominously primed to unleash themselves across local
roadways at some unforeseen moment. While this doesn’t
come close to global disasters like earthquakes and

Photo 5—Another
great product that can
be used with single-,
double-, and triple-
ganged electrical
boxes is Serpac’s
G10/20/30-style pack-
age, which replaces
existing cover plates
and has internal PCB
mounting studs.

tsunamis, it does force one to stop and think about seeing
the light, before the power is restored. As always, I’d be
happy to hear your thoughts and ideas about this project
or any engineering issues. I

Jeff Bachiochi (pronounced BAH-key-AH-key) has been writing for
Circuit Cellar since 1988. His background includes product design
and manufacturing. You can reach him at jeff.bachiochi@imaginethat
now.com or at www.imaginethatnow.com.






